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1, Let G be a connected algebraic group, defined over Q. Then G is of type (F) and of type (M). // is of type (C) if and only if every unipotent element of GQ belongs to the radical of GQ. The quotient GA/GQ is compact if and only if G is of type (C) and X Q (G) = 1.
In view of the results of [2] , it is enough to prove this for reductive groups. To this end, a fundamental set for GQ in G A is constructed by a method which is quite analogous to the one outlined in 3. Principal homogeneous spaces. Let G be a connected algebraic group defined over Q. A principal homogeneous space F of G, over Q, is a variety defined over Q, on which G acts as an algebraic transformation group by means of a morphism G X V-* V defined over Q, and such that for any ÎI£7, the map g->g-v is a birational biregular map of G onto V. (Since we are in characteristic zero, this last condition is equivalent to: G is simply transitive on V.) Two such spaces V, V' are isomorphic over Q if there exists a G-equivariant birational biregular map of V onto V', defined over Q. Assume GCSL(n, C). Let IT: SL(n, C)->GL(m, C) be a rational representation defined over Q, for which there exists a point i'£Q w whose orbit V is closed and whose isotropy group is G [l, Lemma 2] , It is not difficult to show that the orbits of SL(n, Q) in v -7TA(SL (W, A) ) are in 1-1 correspondence with the isomorphism classes of principal homogeneous spaces over Q which have rational points in all completions of Q, hence Theorem 3 follows from Theorem 2.
REMARKS.
(1) Theorem 1 was known for solvable groups [2] and for many classical groups [3] .
(2) Theorem 3 is well known for algebraic tori. In this case, the principal homogeneous spaces in question may form several classes. It is not known to the author whether there may be more than one class when G is semi-simple (and connected). 
